Hello Dear Schedulers,

In an effort to lighten things up, our spring 2020 newsletter will not be about policies and rules, but about what we are doing to keep our sanity during this challenging time.

We are looking forward to returning to campus and seeing all your faces again, hopefully soon.

Take care, stay safe and enjoy.

Best,

The Schedule Team
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**WHAT ARE WE EATING?**

**Becca:**
My favorite breakfast recipe: Toasted sourdough with laughing cow cheese spread and an over medium egg; add a drizzle of sriracha, drizzle of Sweet Baby Rays BBQ sauce. I would eat this every day if I didn’t keep running out of eggs.

**Sara:**
Lots of grilling – any excuse to get outside!
Greek yogurt with fruit
I did replenish my dark chocolate stash, whew!

**Cindy:**
Baking:
Cookies
Cream scones

Cooking:
So MUCH cooking
Comfort food, mostly

**Mike:**
Since I’m working from my kitchen...it seems like anything within reach. We are doing a lot of crock pot cooking these days. Snacking on a variety of chips...way too many

---
WHAT ARE WE WATCHING?

**Cindy:**
The Sopranos
Travels by Narrowboat
Outlander
The West Wing (again and again)
Kim’s Convenience

**Sara:**
NCIS
Schitts Creek
Ozark
Hunters
Ghost Hunters (guilty pleasure)
Some Good News – on YouTube – it’s the sweetest. Hosted by John Krasinski

**Becca:**
Rewatching: Scrubs and Futurama on Hulu (I’m on an early 2000s nostalgia kick)
Watching: Picard on CBS, Westworld on HBO.

**Mike:**
Better Call Saul
Gentified
Kim’s Convenience
Ozark
Hunters
Good Girls
WHAT ARE WE READING?

Cindy:
The Great Gatsby (F. Scott Fitzgerald, 1925) - again and again

Mike:
Unwritten Rules of Baseball... when not binging TV.

Becca:
Medallion Status (John Hodgman, 2019); The Body (Bill Bryson, 2019); Scarlet (Marissa Meyer, 2013)

Sara:
I'll be Gone in the Dark (Michelle McNamara 2018)

WHAT ARE WE LISTENING TO?

Becca:

Music:
Middle School Dance playlist on Spotify I made recently with my friends from high school over Skype. Middle School Dance playlist link: https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0CsqQWZ0NXPX6gtvVkr7ba

Indie Sunshine playlist (my go to playlist): https://open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DWUWC0NIJDJKL

Stomp and Holler playlist: https://open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DX8gLrc0tIHv5

Retro Pop playlist: https://open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DXcTieYAg7jq1

Podcasts: Omnibus, Judge John Hodgman, Stuff You Should Know, Science Rules, Pod Save America, Die it Black, Fake Doctors/Real Friends

Sara:

Music:
"Corona on the Rocks" on Spotify, made by a friend. https://open.spotify.com/playlist/733R9T5Jn5691npuK5tOJu,

Pandora—80’s Alternative and Classic Rock.

Podcasts: My Favorite Murder – Hello Murderinos! SSDGM!, Murder Squad, Small Town Dicks, Office Ladies

Cindy:

Music:
Hamilton soundtrack

Abbey Road - Beatles (duh)

Can’t Buy a Thrill – Steely Dan

Nessun Dorma - The Three Tenors (for fun, Google “Who Sang the Nessun Dorma climax best?” My vote goes to Mario Lanza, although Pavarotti nails it, as does Paul Potts. For the female version, Deanna Durbin wipes the floor with Sarah Brightman and Aretha.) I know, I’m a dork.

The wind chimes outside my window – so nice to have fresh air

Podcasts: Armchair Expert with Dax Shepard, Mobituaries with Mo Rocca, Office Ladies

Mike:

Dan Patrick radio in the mornings.

“AND SO WE BEAT ON, BOATS AGAINST THE CURRENT, BORNE BACK CEASELESSLY INTO THE PAST.”
— F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby
WHAT ARE WE DOING?

Cindy:
Walking, cleaning closets, pulling weeds, planning stages of building a Little Lending Library.
Sanded, painted, and filled Ian’s new bookcase. That was fun!

Becca:
yard work, puzzles, baking, animal crossing, planning what to do with the new house/property renovation-wise. Also I have a cross stitch and two crochet projects I’m finally making headway on.

Don’t forget to drink water and get some sun. You’re basically a houseplant with more complicated emotions.

Sara:
Walking, drawing, needle felting – I have a landscape that I’m going to try to re-create from one of my photos, painting rocks to be hidden in public locations.
I’m hoping to wrangle my son and boyfriend to help me clean the garage.

Mike:
Have spent more time playing outside with the dog and taking her for walks. Lots more time to keep up with laundry and other household chores. Lots of extra time to garden, do yardwork, and catch up on house projects (new doors and paint in the bathroom) as well. I have been running a lot more these days as well...maybe I’ll only put on the COVID-10
WHAT’S THE FIRST THING YOU WANT TO DO WHEN THE “STAY HOME” MANDATE IS DROPPED?

Sara:
I want to see my parents and give them a huge hug. Then I want to go on a road trip.

Cindy:
Hugging. There will be lots of hugging, if that’s OK. If we can travel, I need to go to Maui.

Becca:
Well, I WANT to go to the beach, but I wont be because everyone else will be doing that and I’m not into crowds, mandate or no mandate. We’re already trying to pick a fancy restaurant to eat at eventually, though. Something where we have to dress up a little. There's a restaurant in Portland called Gracies that we might try. Assuming it still exists. But it's in a hotel, so probably will, idk... I'd like to go to Boise to see my parents.

Mike:
I definitely miss playing basketball and my baseball team. Getting a hug from my mom sounds pretty good when this is all over too. Oh...going to the movies.